SGA Bulletin
He who
hesitates is
lost...
sometimes
But sometimes
staying where you
are means everyone
else is lost
Whichever way you look at it, life seems to
conspire to ensure you are either concerned as
to where those you associate with are or where
you are yourself. If not, then your concern
focuses on where you are heading or, worse
still, where they are heading off to. It doesn’t
really seem to matter how much experience or
wisdom you apply to a given situation, you can
still be utterly surprised by the outcome.
Before I discuss and share my - if not our - current
concerns, I must declare a prejudice. I am not
normally in favour of standing about waiting for
something to happen. Nor, at my time of life am I in
favour of charging off like a bull in a china shop. I
prefer to be constantly moving forward at a steady
pace and consulting with all who share an interest
in the endeavour, on the best way forward, only
occasionally pausing to check that we are on
target, for our agreed destination and making sure
that those who need or wish to be with us are
reasonably content.
Everyone in the education fraternity is well aware
of just how rocky the road has been over the last
few years and several landslides have been thrown
in for good measure. While the road was still hard
to walk and follow there were, for the optimistic, at
least occasional glimpses of some easing of the
way forward .This was the case even if for no other
reason than we were finding a way to manage our
difficulties and dress the wounds to our hands and
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feet caused by the boulders we were scrambling
over.
So, when the Prime Minister called for an election,
I drew a deep breath and while feeling rather
weary and nervous about the concept of a delay
chose to pull up at a large slightly smooth rounded
boulder and sit down for a rest. My head was
reminding me that “to rest is not to conquer” while
my heart was telling me that perhaps everyone
needed a break and that a slight pause would at
least allow for some consolidation in the plan. It’s
possible we could all confirm we were on track
even if we were still struggling. We had come a
good way and better things could be ahead in the
next few years, especially if we could find a way to
bring up some extra supplies; much need basics
like breakfast and lunch and no student fees and
even security for my pension and home.
So, rather than write my summer article for the
SGA bulletin in the anguish, sweat and tears that
come from travelling this rocky road, the now
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hoped-for landslide that was promised to give us a
clearer track has not appeared.

With only a few weeks to the end of the summer
term, it means there is only a few weeks to the start
of the next academic year; the holidays only break
the communication chain. Perhaps we all need to
give some thought as to how we co-ordinate our
efforts to work and communicate with those in
education. After all, if there is anything to be learnt
from the shock of the iced water it is, “to rest is not
to conquer”.

So I paused and from my comfortable-ish boulder,
allowed my tired eyes to close and drifted into a
dream where all those tricky rocks we had still to
navigate in part or in full; the National Funding
Formula, the high needs block funding, school
meals, the Pupil Premium, assessment by age
appropriate, Fair Education for All, support for
CPD, the extra demands on governors’ time and
performance, the support programmes providing
for governors, heads, underperforming schools, let
alone the issues of Maintained, Free, Grammar,
Academies, particularly when put together with the
admissions policy. Then there are other things such
as whistle blowing and anti-bullying policies,
‘Prevent’, under-privileged programme reviews and
teacher shortages not to mention providing the
best education for every child in any circumstance
anywhere. These were just a few of the challenges
my semi-delirious, fevered, dehydrated, resting
being was beginning to see.

The tasks of educating to the highest standard and
keeping all our children safe is still firmly in our
laps. There was no magic landslide to clear the
path. In fact, landslides are generally very
unpredictable, for while they often remove the
rocks from the one place you may not be enjoying
them fully, they often deposit them somewhere you
really don’t want them so you are left with the hard
task of shifting them again. So, on reflection, it’s
better to clear the path we are on, ensure we are
all on the same course and form a good chain of
communication. One that allows us all to move
forward, clearing the obstacles as we go united by
the constant challenge of doing everything we can
to secure the best possible education for every
child.

All I seemingly had to do was sit on this now
‘huggingly’ cosy boulder on the track and, come the
9th of June, I would be rested. The road would part
left or right and would be clear. Off I could go arm
in arm with all my colleagues in education to a
certain UK education triumph. We would be
climbing to the top of the international education
league with every provision fully costed and all
provided for every child to have the best possible
education, attending the school of their choice,
fully resourced. Schools would be staffed with
fantastic teachers and the best teaching assistants
all fully supported, fully managed and led so their
efforts would enable every child to achieve the
place he or she desired in our new society,. It
appeared to my tired eyes as if the sun of
education was never going to stop shinning.

Always mindful that keeping things simple is the
best way to communicate your message when you
want others’ support, my thought is that the
simplest words are just two letters long. So I’ve put
ten of them together to remind us all that if we are
to get the best results out of each new day we
hope to see, we wake-up each morning and simply
say, “If it is to be, it is up to me”.
As chair of the SGA Executive and representing all
of you, I shall, in conjunction with our Executive be
doing my best to ensure that the communication
links to the myriad pathways of our Education
system are open that we are fully informed and
able to pass on to all governors the wheres, whats,
whos, hows, whens and whys; anything relevant to
our steady progress in raising the standards of
education for every child in Surrey.

I don’t know who it was - and I am still not entirely
sure whether to be grateful to whoever it was - that
pinched my cheeks, filled my mouth with ice cold
water and poured the rest of the bottle over my
head on the 8th of June but it washed the comfort
from the hard pointed bolder I was sitting on and
brought me back into the real world.

Geoffrey
Geoffrey Hackett
Chairman, SGA Executive
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SGA Conference Reports
Professor Dame Alison Peacock
CEO of The Chartered College of Teaching

Leadership for Learning
without Limits
Dame Alison Peacock was Head of Wroxham School,
Hertfordshire for 14 years. When she arrived, the
school was in Special Measures, hampered by the
Chair of Governors, who was “in denial”.
The situation improved when a new Chair of
Governors was appointed and they had a shared
vision, based on a rejection of complacency and an
attitude of “restlessness “in the search for
Excellence.
The core leadership principles are, she believes:

*

Coach and mentor staff

*

Offer care and concern

*

Keep confidences

In supporting these ideas, Professor Peacock used
a number of film clips - the marshmallow test,
learning partners - and a number of personal
school examples - Wroxham Music Garden, Ian
Wright’s most inspiring teacher, building a Celtic
Roundhouse - as ways of building an “irresistible”
curriculum.

* To build an inclusive culture of trust,
partnership and listening
* To enable a pedagogy, which finds “a way
through for every child”
* To offer an “irresistible” curriculum

Her key message was the need to “take control of
hearts and minds”, by “bringing learning to life”,
“taking joy from working in the school community”.
We should “share what we enjoy”.

* To engage in a dialogue which informs future
learning
One of her key aims is to empower the new
Chartered College of Teaching.

Huge challenges face Education, not least in the
recruitment and retention of quality staff. She
hoped the new professional body she was setting
up, The Chartered College of Teaching would
support the development of schools’ effectiveness.

She offered the suggestion that, in directing
governors in their monitoring activities, they might
ask themselves where they would like to be in the
school, where they would be inspired.
Trust, she said, was hard to win but easy to lose.
Governors should establish a “critical partnership”
with The Head and the school.

* Safeguarding

She went on to examine the ways in which leaders
build trust:

* School transport

* School place planning

* Special Educational Needs, including:

*

Admit mistakes

- publishing info on provision

*

Offer trust

*

Actively listen

- assessing and ensuring specific provision is
made

*

Provide affirmation and encouragement

*

Be consultative in decision-making

*

Be visible

Fred Greaves

*

Keep a consistent demeanour

SGA Executive

- making joint commissioning arrangements
around education, health and care
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Council and Kingston University. At the moment,
the Trust is in negotiation with other schools that
like the individual autonomy and ethos provided by
the Cooperative Trust. As we had a talk on
Cooperative Trust Schools at one of our
Conferences in 2016 it was interesting to see that
they were active and successful in Surrey.

Presentation from Hinchley Wood Primary

Schools working in
partnerships;
alternatives to MATS
This was a most informative and thoughtprovoking session led by Fiona Collins Head
Teacher of Hinchley Wood Primary, with Monica
Paines Head Teacher Long Ditton Nursery &
Infant school and Chairs of Governors at
Hinchley Wood Colin Winchester, told us about
the Ember Learning Trust. The story of the 2015
Partnership was presented by Zoe JohnsonWalker Head Teacher Winston Churchill School
and the Pine Ridge and Lorraine Federation was
described by SGA’s Philip Miller.
In all these Surrey Schools, which catered for either
Primary or Secondary pupils, cooperation had
proved to be a major factor in establishing effective
and popular schools sharing vision, innovative
curriculum, and staff career opportunities which had
combined to drive up standards. All representatives
from these schools talked of success based on
mutual respect and professional friendship which
encouraged joint working, monitoring, peer review,
shared staffing and trust between Head Teachers
supported by their Governing Bodies.
The format and operations of each group differed
according to historical features, local needs and
wishes. The Ember Trust, after much research, had
become a member of the Cooperative Schools
Network, but had strong links with Surrey County

The 2015 Learning Partnership is very much more
an organisation of local Secondary schools led by
Five / Six Head Teachers / Principals who had
close links professionally and geographically and
are greatly supported by their governors. The Key
aims of these Head Teachers are shared good
practice, mutual support, a wish to carry out peer
reviews and the provision of high quality CPD for
staff. There is no overall Trust Board but governors
of each school hold their Leadership Team to
account. Hence there are no additional layers of
management and all costs are shared. Staff
Feedback clearly indicates a high level of
satisfaction with the impact of the Partnership
since its inception two years ago.
A complete contrast was provided by an account of
the development of the Pine Ridge and Lorraine
Schools Federation in 2008. Pine Ridge Infant
and Nursery School and Lorraine School were in
every way different being about one mile apart and
either end of a large estate. One school was
categorised as “Good” while the other had been
given a “Notice to Improve “. One school had an
Interim Head and staffing problems while the other
had a long-established Head and stable staffing.
Problems were exacerbated by parental rivalry
though fortunately relations between the pupils
was good. After discussion with the L.A. it was
agreed that speedy action was needed. Within a
few months, the extant Head of Pine Ridge
became Executive Head, a new joint Governing
Body was established, Good Practice became the
norm and both schools were judged by Ofsted to
be “Good”.
This session provided some excellent practical
examples of how a variety of models of
governance in our own County can be successful.
Surrey County Council is still able to assist schools
who wish to Federate.
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Glenys Mason
SGA Executive

Liz Mills
Assistant Director for Schools
and Learning
Liz began by saying that she is one of three
Assistant Directors and was appointed to her
role 9 months ago. She is keen to build on the
conversation that has already been started.
She pointed out that we may be in a different
place after the 8th June election and, in the
meantime, will have to work with a new
council elected on the 4th May.
She highlighted some of what has been achieved
so far with 93% of schools in Surrey being good
or outstanding. Some of the challenges ahead
include the changes to the National Funding
Formula for which Surrey is bidding for extra
money and a huge increase in the number of
looked after children partly the result of more
refugee children. Liz felt that by working together
to support schools, Surrey would be able to
deliver positive impact for children and young
people.

saving contains a high proportion from the
high needs block. There is a need to save a
further £11 million. Need to keep open all
channels of communication on increasing
school pupil numbers.
Summary – Openness and willingness to work
together. She said she wants to be the
champion of Surrey Schools.

Additional notes for the slides;
Priority areas of focus - A full Ofsted inspection
of Surrey Children’s services is due imminently.

Questions
Where are the 300 new places for special
schools going to be?

Education in partnership. - 150 schools engaged.
The main areas of concern; provision of services
to schools, recruitment and development of
talented staff and Targeted support has replaced
Universal support. The Leadership Team in
Surrey is to be restructured. Communication on
this over the summer.

Two new special schools in central locations.
Surrey is a net importer of SEND children
from outside the county
What are the Family Hubs supposed to
achieve?

Children’s Services - Slow start in improvement,
though quarterly monitoring visits are show pace
is improving.

Locally based community facilities to meet
their needs. All will be different with matched
demand, bringing together professionals to
provide a multi-agency approach to family
issues. Issues that children face in school
may not be due to the leadership in that
school.

MASH – Opened in October in Guildford schools
can refer directly. Actual demand for the Multi
Agency Safeguarding Hub was double what was
forecast and work is being done with partner
agencies. Schools can refer directly.
Early Help – Previous system was disjointed.

How will you ensure speech and language
provision at the Hubs?

Family Hubs – one per district or borough, with
schools providing satellite facilities. Liz will report
more on this at the next conference

Not yet fully decided, the vision is to have a
graduated response provided by the 100+
therapists who will be in one team.

Sustainability of Services – The £27 million

Continued on Page 6
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LA Governor Vacancies

Where will the £27 million cuts fall?
There is a long list of areas where we are
making savings. Broadly these will include
driving efficiencies with providers to get better
value. Will need to look at the high level of
external SEND providers using the same tools
as for mainstream schools. Increase of in
house occupancy for high needs block. £100
million saved in smarter and leaner services.
More will be done once we have the statistics.
Revisiting the funding formula for special needs
provision. Need to look at the mainstream and
SEND transport offer as we currently spend
£27 million on this. We also need to plan if we
need to find other savings. We are looking at
how we charge other LA’s children who come
into Surrey.

We are often advised of a number of LA
governor vacancies at Surrey schools.

Holland Junior School
Oxted
RH8 9BQ
The following skill set is deemed essential:
* Strong interpersonal skills
* The ability to listen to others opinions and
contribute as part of a team
* Willingness to learn and undertake
training and development
The following skill set is desirable –
it is not anticipated that an individual would hold
all these skills and therefore any one of
these skills would be valued on the FGB:

Will the Chair of Governors meetings
continue?

Marketing experience,
Project Management,
Financial Management,
Website development skills and experience

Yes, very much so. The new council member
will be attending. Steve Barker added; dates for
the meetings have been agreed and will be
going out the week after next.

Felbridge Primary School

Special needs provision takes time to get
into place, what is needed locally?

Felbridge RH19 2NT
Skills sought:
PR/Marketing or legal background

We are beginning to look into this, for example
bringing children with similar needs together,
child by child is fine where provision is similar.

Littleton CofE Infant School

Graeme Ross

Shepperton
TW17 0QE

SGA Executive

Skills sought:
Financial skills,
Christian ethos

St Pauls Primary School

Surrey Governors’
Association

Thames Ditton
KT7 0LP
Skills sought: Curriculum specialist

www.surreygovernors.org.uk
c/o 19 Yewens, Chiddingfold,
Surrey, GU8 4SD

For further information, please
contact Lisa James
Governance Administrative Assistant
Lisa.James@babcockinternational.com

email: surreygovernors@hotmail.com
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